Long-Standing Stability of Silver Nanorod Array Substrates Functionalized Using a Series of Thiols for a SERS-Based Sensing Application.
Silver nanorod (AgNR) array substrates were fabricated using an oblique angle thermal evaporation technique; their long-term stability, surface uniformity and reproducibility, which are primary requirements for their widespread realistic application and commercialization, were assessed using surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) spectroscopy. The nanorod surfaces were functionalized using a series of organic thiols, which range from hydrophilic to hydrophobic, to mimic various conditions that often arise during detection of hydrophilic/phobic analytes in a realistic application field. A group of these functionalized substrates was stored in ambient laboratory atmosphere; another in light minimized, moisture-free vacuum; while another was stowed carefully and neatly in water to mimic realistic conditions. The effects of these storing conditions were studied. A surfactant was added to the water to maintain consistent surface wetting in the third group. SERS spectra of nanorod substrates prior to functionalization were also recorded to investigate the effect of adventitious carbonaceous contaminants. A meticulous systematic study on the reproducibility of SERS signals was carried out: spot-to-spot, substrate-to-substrate, batch-to-batch, day-to-day. The relative standard deviation (RSD) shown by the SERS signals acquired from various spots of a single substrate was less than 3%, which is very similar to the only account reported so far, in which RSD is reported as 2%. The wetting behavior of these thiol functionalized AgNR substrates are investigated using static contact angle measurements. The functionalized substrates have exhibited excellent long-standing stability over a period of six months when stored appropriately; hence, they are highly suitable for mass production towards realistic application.